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Abstract. A line of study of the Riemann Hypothesis is proposed, based on a
comparison with Weil zeros and a categorification of the duality between Riemann
zeros and prime numbers.
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1. Introduction

The Riemann Hypothesis (RH) in finite characteristic is proved part of the Weil
Conjectures”, now Theorems; see bibliography.

A natural idea is to understand the relation between Riemann zeros and Weil zeros,
as well as to look for the objects behind them. Specifically, R-zeros are in duality
with prime powers in the sense of distributions [7, 5], which are just sizes (integrals,
hence “periods”) of finite Abelian groups (Category Abf). It is expected that R-zeros,
which are better understood as poles of 1/ζ = DT (µ) via the convolution identity
involving the inverse of the Moebus function µ⋆1 = δ and Dirichlet Transform (DT),
may also have a similar interpretation as “counting something”, i.e. periods.

To give meaning to less obvious numbers and relations, a powerful tool is Categori-
fication (see Khovanov’s work related to homology). By categorification one should
look for a duality between the category Abf and a “natural category” which realize
R-zeros as periods. If Tannaka-Krein duality associates to a Tannakian category a
Hopf algebra, here we would look at group rings of finite Abelian groups as Hopf
algebras. Their representation category is thus TK-dual to the original finite Abelian
group.
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In what follows we only try to expand the above and point to some related work.

2. Primes Numbers and Riemann Zeros

2.1. The Duality. This duality is well documented in [7]; see also [5] for the Fourier
transform interpretation of the duality, extended to the context of distributions. An
important point is that all the prime powers are involved as dual to R-zeros.

The bicharacter that needs to be studied is zs : (C∗, ·)× (C,+) → C∗.

2.2. Categorifying Prime Numbers. Prime powers are sizes of primary abelian
groups Z/pk.

When considering the symmetries of (Z/p,+) symmetries we get the finite fields
Fp (see refs.) and derive the POSet structure of the prime numbers.

The higher powers of primes are categorified as truncations of p-adic groups. The
relation to finite fields Fpk is very rich: Deformation Theory (p-adic numbers) meets
algebraic extensions theory (Galois Theory).

2.3. Lessons from Weil Conjectures. Weil zeros are zeros of generating functions
in the finite characteristic, as part of Weil Conjectures (see Modern Introduction to
Number Theory). The associated RH is more amenable to interpretation, meaning
that we expect the real part to be 1/2 since we expect

√
p to enter into the picture.

It is natural to look for a meaning for the R-zeros, in char zero. The two cases are
of course related within the theory of adeles. One deforms Z to the ”right” (reals1)
or “left” (p-adic numbers2). How are these two cases related?

3. Now what!?

The relation between field extensions of Fp in characteristic p (Aut(Z/p,+)) and
deformations of the same object as a tangent space in the sense of Deformation
Theory, yielding the p-adic numbers form a 2-dim categorical diagram; the relation to
Witt vectors and the corresponding convolution algebra is essential to be understood.

Other pieces of the puzzle are: the group ring of Z/p, cyclotomic units and Gauss
periods; quadratic reciprocity exhibits

√
p as involved fro possibly common reasons.

4. Conclusions

We apologise for the scattered ideas presented, but they were encountered while
studying the subject by the author.

The Polya-Hilbert suggestion regarding the interpretation of R-zeros is too vague
/ generic to be of direct use; a more structured program was presented above, based
on the duality between the prime numbers powers and R-zeros, to be categorified to
a TK-duality. The comparison with Weil zeros and their role in Weil Conjectures is

1Decimal representation with carryover 2-cocycle going against the topological 10-adic grading.
22-cocycle carryover compatible with the topological grading.
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essential; perhaps one should look there for a categorification that is general enough
to be transferred from local-to-global cases. Since the overall impression is that this
is a “quadratic case” (quadratic reciprocity and RH) one may hope the transfer is
possible, the abstract setting controlling both cases. The adeles containing these both
cases play the role of a multiplicative duality at the number level (the product 1 of
components of an adele behaves like the augmentation morphism).

A cohomological interpretation is clear for Weil zeros of zeta function of algebraic
varieties; what is the zero char homological interpretation (think of Galois extensions
and groups as algebraic fundamental group).

The bibliography contains many more stepping stones that helped the author reach
the above considerations, and are included as a “menu” for the reader’s choice. Ad-
ditional references can be found in author’s “old” drafts on RZ and Weil Conjectures
available at https://vixra.org/author/lucian m ionescu

Hopefully this draft will be expanded if time will allow it ...

char/duality 0 (Global) p (Local) Both:
Adeles

Categorification :
Abf vs. H-Mod

(TK)
l-adic cohomology

(Poincare)
?

Numbers Primes vs. R− zeros @p Weil zeros ?

Note that “finite characteristic” is misleading: primary finite fields are just infinitesi-
mal tangent spaces for p-adic numbers as deformations. Hence “everything” happens
in characteristic zero: p-adic numbers as algebraic deformations Zp have real numbers
“Z0” as a projective completion in some sense, captured by the adeles.
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